By folding the local-density-approximation (LDA) band-theory-based electron-positron momentum density into the first Brillouin zone, we find that signatures from all the Fermi-surface sheets can be obtained in YBa2Cu307, including 
In the current debate concerning the nature of the ground state and low-lying excitations of YBa2Cu307, it is obviously important to be able to establish the existence of the Fermi surface (FS), which is the hallmark of the metallic state in the conventional Fermi-liquidbased description of metals. ' Of the four FS sheets predicted by the local-density-approximation (LDA) bandtheory picture, the pair of FS sheets associated with the two Cu-0 planes is of primary importance because the Cu-0 planes are widely believed to be the seat of hightemperature superconductivity. Also, since these sheets are nearly half full, the effects of strong electron correlations should be most readily apparent on these sheets, (R, ) is present only in the XS curve around @=0.
Turning to Fig. 2(c) , the I -Y theoretical curve peaks strongly at I due to the presence of the ridge FS, and shows a dip around 1.8 mrad stemming from the hole butterflies. Since there is no FS in the band structure along I -X, the variation in momentum density along this direction is due solely to the e+ effects. The I -X curve shows clearly that (contrary to earlier reports ) e+ eff'ects on the LCW spectra in this system are relatively small in size and that in view of their gentle variation with momentum they should in general not pose a problem in identifying FS induced features. Nevertheless, the total variation in the calculated LCW curve from I -X is comparable to the size of "breaks" in the distribution associated with the Cu-0 planes [B" Fig.2(a) ] or the butterffy [F, or Fz, Fig. 2(c) ].
The signature of the barrel surfaces in the momentumdensity spectra deserves further comment. In the unfolded 2D-ACAR spectra, the barrels yield quite weak imprints [see Fig. 3(a Fig. 2 . It may be noted that apart from the strong ridge-related peak which appears to be absent in all the experimental curves in Fig. 2 , there is an overall accord between the theory and experiment: the pillbox Fermi surface seems to be present in the data in both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . ' The data of in 
